
Big Tech has enjoyed years of unfettered growth, but now the U.S., EU, 
China and India have launched unprecedented crackdowns on some 
of the biggest names in the business. Lawmakers and regulators are 

going after anti-competitive practices and looking at privacy and security 
at companies such as Facebook and Apple, Google and Amazon. Reuters 
journalists across the globe are keeping clients and readers ahead on this huge 
story, delivering exclusive news and insight, and, in some cases, even spurring 
action by lawmakers and corporations.
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Exclusive: Facebook and Google could 
lose bargaining power under upcoming 
U.S. bill to help news outlets >>

Exclusive: Chinese apps could face 
subpoenas or bans under Biden order >>

Exclusive: Google offers to settle EU antitrust 
probe into digital advertising >>

Exclusive: China’s antitrust regulator bulking 
up as crackdown on behemoths widens >>

Exclusive: U.S. Labor Secretary 
supports classifying gig workers as 
employees >>

Special Report: Amazon copied products and 
rigged search results to promote its own brands, 
documents show >>

Exclusive: Amid shortage, U.S. suppliers 
to Chinese chip giant SMIC struggle 
to get export licenses >>
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EXCLUSIVE NEWS
• Apple to face EU antitrust charge over NFC chip

• Big Tech targeted by U.S. and EU in draft memo 
ahead of tech and trade meeting

• Facebook’s Kustomer deal set to face EU antitrust 
investigation

• U.S. set to add more Chinese companies to blacklist 
over Xinjiang

• Google likely to soon face antitrust claims over Play 
store from U.S. states

• China’s IPO-bound Didi probed for antitrust violations

• China planning new crackdown on private tutoring 
sector

• India to expedite Amazon, Flipkart antitrust probe as 
tech focus intensifies

• China’s Ant explores ways for Jack Ma to exit

• Analog Devices’ $21 billion Maxim buy set for EU 
approval

• Software vendors would have to disclose breaches to 
U.S. government users under new order

• India antitrust body says Reuters story corroborates 
evidence in probe of Amazon

• Google’s privacy push draws U.S. antitrust scrutiny

• Apple faces EU charges over Spotify complaint
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• Coming bill would allow U.S. news publishers to team 
up when negotiating with Facebook, Google

• Amazon documents reveal company’s secret strategy 
to dodge India’s regulators

• White House pulled into unionization effort at 
Amazon facility

• India plans foreign investment rule changes that 
could hit Amazon

• Biden administration considers creating White House 
antitrust czar

• China to push its tech giants to share consumer credit 
data

• Chinese regulators probe Ant Group’s equity 
investments

REUTERS/Dado Ruvic

WATCH
Register and view 
Reuters NEXT 
interview with 
Facebook whistleblower 
Frances Haugen on 
transparency in the 
industry and more.
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EYE ON THE STORY
• France moves to shield book industry from Amazon
• Amazon accused of possibly lying to Congress
• Apple to face EU antitrust charge over chip
• Explained: China crackdown wipes billions off top 

companies
• S. Korea to curb big tech commission dominance
• Explainer: Where does Big Tech stand against U.S. 

lawsuits
• France fines Google $593 mln in copyright spat
• Google, Facebook, Twitter may quit Hong Kong
• Twitter faces more trouble in India over map
• Big tech could lose bargaining power under U.S. bill

• Source the multimedia news content you need 
with Reuters Connect.

• Access the latest stories online at  
Reuters.com.

• Get agenda-setting commentary from  
Reuters Breakingviews.

• Access market-leading events, reports and 
expert-driven content for the tech sector, and 
more, from Reuters Events.

• Follow Reuters on Twitter and Facebook.
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UNPARALLELED INSIGHT
• China to crank up anti-trust heat on Big Tech after 

unprecedented fines
• Jack Ma, Trump and Xi: How Chinese billionaire flew 

close to the sun
• Why and how China is drastically limiting online 

gaming for under 18s
• India e-commerce rules cast cloud over Amazon, 

Walmart and local rivals
• Frequent run-ins with India gov’t cloud U.S. tech 

expansion plans
• More Chinese firms could fall under Biden’s broader 

investment ban
• What’s next for Jack Ma’s Ant Group after China orders 

revamp?
• China delivers on threats to rein in internet company
• Huawei suppliers push to reverse Trump’s last minute 

blows

TRUSTED VIEWS
Reuters Breakingviews offers unmatched, agenda-
setting commentary. Here are some highlights:

• Best tool to rein in big tech is a cap on users
• Xi’s anti-screen campaign will reshape family time
• Breakdown: U.S. antitrust frenzy stops with judges
• Tencent e-sports defeat exposes tech M&A weakness
• Europe wields foam hammer at big U.S. tech groups
• UK mimics Big Tech in quest to reduce its clout
• Jeff Bezos and Margrethe Vestager can get along
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